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The theory of differential-functional equations and inequalities of parabolic type was originated and developed by J. Szarski [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] • These topics were also treated by other authors (e.g. [_1, [11] [12] [13] ).
In all the papers quoted above the functionals appearing in the equations act only on the unknown functions and the solutions are meant in the classical sense. In our paper the uniqueness is proved in a more general function class -a Sobolev space. Moreover, our functionals act both on the unknown functions and their first order x-derivatives. Also the systems treated here are more general than those of the mentioned papers, since they are not assumed to be weakly coupled. Even in the particular case of the differential systems (not containing the functionals) our result ia more general because Further, we define u(x,t) = (u 1 (x,t),...,u N (x,t)) -= (u k {xtt))Jx1, ujjix.t) = (u* (x,t) u^(x,t)), u^x.t) -= (u^(x,t),...,u^(x,t)). Let a vector function u be defined on Q. Then for any fixed t e(0,T) we denote by u(*,t) » = ( u 1 (»,t),...,u H («,t)) the function u(*,t) iQa x -u(x,t) e R n .
The symbols u£(*,t), (k • and u^'.t) are defined similarly.
We shall treat of the uniqueness of solutions for the following Fourier problem n (1) u k (x,t) = ^T A£(x,t,u(x,t),ux(x,t),u(«,t),ux(.,t)) + i=1 i + B k (xft,u(x,t),ux(x,t),u(*,t),ux(*,t)J, (x,t)) Q, A function <p will be said to belong to the class <£(Q) t if 1° pe wJ' 1 (Q) t 2° there exists r(p)>0 such that p = 0 on Q\Q r , 3° the trace of <p on the plane t = T and on the surface S is equal to zero* Definition 4.
A function u = (u 1 ,...,u N ) defined on the set Q will be called a weak solution in this set to the Fourier problem (l)- (2) f if u k e V^»°(Q r ) {k=1,... ,N), for any r, and, for an; system of functions belonging to$(Q), the following identities are satisfied 
H^. y Q 6 I^oc Now we shall show that Assumptions H^, Hg ensure the measurability of the integrands in identities (3).
We denote by M(X,F) the linear space of functions measurable on X with the range in the space F.
Lemma '1. Let F be a separable metrizable space, w -] Suppose that a functional f:Q* R * F --k satisfies two conditions: r D P. Besala, G> Paszek (i) for any uefi 11 ', vei the function f(x,t,u,v) is measurable in (x,tj,
(ii) for almost all (x,t)eQ the function f is continuous in (u,v).
Then for arbitrary fixed measurable functions ueM(Q,K^~), v e i vi (<0,T>, P) the function f : Q -~ R 1 , where f(x,t) = = f(x,t,u(x,t), v(t)), is measurable.
Proof. Let u(x,t) be measurable on Q and let v e P. ihen f(x,t,u(x,t),v(t)) is a measurable function. Indeed, let (unJ be a sequence of step functions such that un(x,t) --~u(x,t; as n--almost everywhere on Q. By (i), the functions fn(x,t) = f(x,t,un(x,t),v(t)) are measurable on Q. further, (ii) implies that lim fn(x,t) = f(x,t,u(x,t),v(t)I n-oo almost everywhere on Q. Let yQeM «0,T>, P). Then, by virtue of the theorem 23g of [4J, there is a sequence (yfl) of step functions belonging to M (<0,T>, P) such that 7n(t)-ryQ(t), as n--00 , in the metric of the space P, for almost all te <( By the previous facts the functions gn(x,t) = = f(x,t,u(x,t), yn(t)) are measurable on Q. This and (ii) imply that lim g_(x,t) = f(x,t,u(x,t), y (t)) for almost all (x,t)e Q, and whence, in view of the theorem 23 of [4] th9 measurability of the function f(x,t,u,(x,t), yQ(t)) follows. The proof of the lemma is thus completed. Corollary 1. By Assumptions H1 -H£, Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 of £4] the functions {*) A*(x,t) = A^(x,t,u(x,t), ux(x,t), u( *, t), ux(«,t)), (**) B k (x,t) = B k (x,t,u(x,t), u^x.t), u(*,t), ux(*,t)) (i=i,...,n; k=1,...,N) are measurable on Q. Theorem 1. If Assumptions H1 -H2 are satisfied and L<3?, where L = BQ £ 9*exp(-K 9*)dx, then the Fourier problem (l)-(2) has at most one solution in the class ¿2(K,^;Q) with 0<K<Kr 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let u, u be any solutions of problem (l)-(2)t of class and let w = u -u. 7/e k k shall write A^u), B (u) short for the right-hand sides of (*), (**), respectively. According to the definition of k N a solution, for any system of functions (9?
which belong to the class 0(Q) we have the equalities N n H (4)
A function g defined on <i being given, we introduce its averages: t+h gJl(x,t) = -1 J g(x,r)dr, 0<h^5, |x,t)e!<w, t t g h (x,t) = I f g(x, r)dr, 0 < h<.6 , (x,t)eQ^r t-h such that p k (x,t) = 0 for t^O and t>T-S.
We shall construct special test functions for (5) . To k this end we extend functions u and u in the following way u ( x j t ) = u (x,2T-t), te<T,T+6>,
Note that since u k , u k e 
have all the properties required from the test functions for (5). Let us substitute functions (6) into (5) and let S -oo • Hence, by Assumptions H 1 , H 2 ,we obtain for any T-<5
Now we transform tha first integral in (7) in the following way This means that f YZ (w ) G dx » 0 in (0,T ). We have thus Q k«1 shown that u = u on Qx(O t T Q ), If T Q « T the proof is complete. In oase T 0 < T the proof is obtained after a finite number of repetitions.
